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Security study
 IP addresses search
 2800 DICOM servers without firewall
 25% accept external DICOM requests
 Iran: 34/40 (85%)
 Thailand: 10/14 (71%)
 Spain: 11/23 (48%)
 Argentina: 6/13 (46%)
 Russia: 8/18 (44%)
Courtesy of Oleg Pianykh, PhD, Harvard Medical School
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GDPR: adopted Apr 27, 2016;
eff. May 28, 2018
Objectives:
• to protect individuals’ rights and
freedom in relation to the processing
of personal data AND
• to facilitate the free flow of such data
within the Union.

New EU regulation 2016
 Single regulation replaces a patchwork of
national laws

Data subject

 Easier for companies to operate across EU
 Strengthens the citizens’ rights

 Data processor (cloud provider) must protect
information it stores on behalf of data
Data controller
controller
 Data controllers have to put policies and
procedures in place
 Data controllers should take appropriate
security measures to protect personal data

Data processor
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Benefits for citizens
 A right to be forgotten
 Easier access to your own data: A right to data portability
facilitates transfer of personal data between service providers.
 Allowing you to decide how your data is used: Explicit consent.
 The right to know when your data has been hacked: a person
should be notified within 24 hours
 Data protection first, not an afterthought: ‘Privacy by design’ and
‘privacy by default’ means that data protection safeguards should
be built into products and services, and that privacy-friendly
default settings should be the norm (e.g. on social networks or
mobile apps)
Jan Schillebeeckx

NEW RIGHTS
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Right to information
Right to rectification
Right to restriction of processing
Right to object to processing of personal data
Right to be forgotten
Right to data portability
Right not to be subject to legal measures based
solely on automated profiling.

Article 89: Union or Member State law may provide for
derogations from a number of data subject rights (the rights
to access, to rectification, to restriction of processing and to
object to processing of personal data, when personal data are
processed for scientific research purposes )
©BBMRI-ERIC

Right to data portability
 the right for a data subject to receive the
personal data in a structured, commonly
used and machine-readable format
 the right to transmit those data to another
controller without hindrance from the
controller to which the personal data have
been provided

Informed consent in healthcare
 Patients’ consent is not required as
long as the processor is bound by
professional secrecy
 GDPR allows communication of data
within a patients’ healthcare team

Public health purposes
 The processing of personal data in public health without
a patient’s consent is allowed








health status, including morbidity and disability
the determinants having an effect on that health status,
health care needs
resources allocated to health care
the provision of, and universal access to, health care
health care expenditure and financing
the causes of mortality.

 Exceptions: purposes of third parties such as employers
or insurance and banking companies.

Informed consent for research
 It is often not possible to fully identify the purpose of
personal data processing for scientific research purposes
at the time of data collection.
 Therefore, data subjects should be allowed to give their
consent to certain areas of scientific research

 GDPR retains the presumption of compatibility of
use for research purposes
è enabling further data processing for scientific
research purposes of personal data that were
initially processed for a different purpose

Research safeguards
Safeguards for the principle of data minimization
•

Technical and organisational measures
(pseudonymisation and encryption);

•

ability to ensure confidentiality, integrity, availability
and resilience of processing systems;

•

creation of a process for regularly testing, assessing
and evaluating the effectiveness of these measures.
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Data minimization
• a requirement under the GDPR
• the threshold of minimisation is determined
by the scientific research purposes at issue
• pseudonymisation is promoted in the
Regulation as one of the main methods to
reduce the risks associated with processing
personal data
• IHE TCE (Teaching File & Clinical Trial Export)
and the DICOM supplement 142 define
personal data de-identification

Anonymisation
 removing all patient-sensitive information and links
to the patient
 Deletion or generalisation, perturbation or
disassociation of identifying information
 theoretically allows re-identification by patient’s
face (thin-slice CT)
 big data analysis and cloud computing techniques
 disadvantageous for patients from the physician’s
point of view

De-identification (pseudonymisation)
 stripping patient identifiers, such as name,
address and hospital identification number,
from the image headers AND
 substituting the real identifier by a false
value (aka ‘pseudonym code’)
 allows the identity of the patient to be
traced by means of transfer table
 used for clinically-oriented research

Dematerialization of Informed Consent (DIC)
• The purpose of the experimentation was to
implement graphometric signature to acquire the
patient's informed consent for the radiological
examination.
• The DIC was applied on different kinds of
examinations (MR, CT, Interventional procedures)
• 16 Italian Radiology Units participated in the
project on DIC from May 2015 until April 2016

Francesca Coppolla

Digital signature

Advanced Digital Signature
Smartcard

Advanced Digital Signature
Graphometric signature
(time, space, pressure)

What technology?
Francesca Coppola

Results on DIC
Advantages
 Storage and conservation of
informed consent
dematerialized is safer
 Faster/easier recovery

Disadvantages
 Requires obtaining the
preliminary approval (consent)
for the utilization of advanced
digital signature from each
patient

 Readily available for all
stakeholders
 Full traceability of each phase
of the signature procedure
Francesca Coppola

Italian Survey on DIC: Question 15:
Dematerialisation is a process on which the Italian government has invested
heavily. On the issues that concern your profession, do you believe is it a
necessary revolution?

 Absolutely yes : 49,27%
 Yes:

45,23%

 No:

5,05%

 Absolutely no:

0,45%

1791
radiologists responders
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Questions
 Whether a face removal should be mandatory in
head CT and MR studies (allows data
traceability)?
 Whether IHE TCE (Teaching File & Clinical Trial Export)
and the DICOM supplement 142 (de-identification)
comply with the Regulation?
 How to allow the use of the data in the cloud for
statistics and improvement of diagnostics procedures
(i.e. normality ranges, utilization management)?

EuSoMII proposals
 Completely support GDPR
 Propose derogations from a number of data subject rights
(e.g. pseudonymisation, hardware utilization
management)
 Propose a pan-European registry of informed consent with
a standardized consent form
 Define a standard for imaging pseudonymisation
 Develop recommendations for research groups on data
storage and transfer
 Provide JavaScript anonymizer for research groups (erases
Patient Name, Patient ID, Study ID and allows the user to
introduce a hash key to encrypt the names)

